The Other Wes Moore One Name Two Fates
the other wes moore: one name, two fates: wes moore ... - the other wes moore: one name, two fates
[wes moore] on amazon. *free* shipping on qualifying offers. two kids named wes moore were born blocks
apart within a year of each other. both grew up fatherless in similar baltimore neighborhoods and had difficult
childhoods; both hung out on street corners with their crews; both ran into trouble with the police. a teacher’s
guide the other wes moore - semo - other signi"ers. !e theme of “identity” is woven throughout “!e other
wes moore” and we learn about the di#er-ent “identities” of both wes moores in addition to the identities of
their families, friends, and community members.!rough this next series of discussions, activities, writing
opportunities, and debates, students will the other wes moore: one name, two fates pdf - mother) from
the other wes moore (whose mother left him unattended from age 8 and whose primary influence was a
criminally involved older brother) the end, i was left with the impression that this was a vanity project for the
author. the other wes moore: one name, two fates wes anderson collection: bad dads: art inspired by the
other wes moore - sharpschool - although not ideal, we decided that the wes moore that wrote the book
will be referred to as ―author wes‖ and the wes moore currently imprisoned will be referred to as ―the other
wes.‖ ―author wes‖ has said before that each of them in a different context is ―the other‖ wes moore.
exploring who ―the other‖ wes moore is, and ... the other wes moore - kansas state university - the
other wes moore wes moore expos guide. 2 1975 westley moore born 1978 mother is angered by wes’
treatment of his sister 1982 father passes away from illness westley and family move in with grandparents in
new york 1984 makes friends on basketball court wesley moore born; father is absent throughout childhood
the other wes moore - mospace.umsystem - meet wes moore born in 1979 graduated from johns hopkins
university in baltimore named rhodes scholar in 2000 u.s. army veteran (afghanistan) speaker at 2008
democratic national convention amunankhra house ltd., via wikimedia commons the other wes moore
discussion questions - the other wes moore discussion questions 3. on page 179, wes writes, “what changed
was that i found myself surrounded by people—starting with my mom, grandparents, uncles, and aunts, and
leading to a string of wonderful role models and mentors—who kept chapter two the other wes moore
meets his father - the other wes moore said he didn't think about his father, while the author said he missed
his dad every day. in chapter 1, we learned about author wes moore's mother and father. after a divorce from
an abusive drug addict his mother, joy, married wes's father, who was a loving husband and father. because of
a misdiagnosis, he died when the ... the other wesmoore - kansas state university - the other wes moore
about the book: two kids named wes moore were born blocks apart within a year of each other. both grew up
fatherless in similar baltimore neighborhoods and had difficult facilitation guide for the other wes moore:
one name, two ... - facilitation guide for the other wes moore: one name, two fates. thank you to university
of louisville’s office of first year initiatives (firstyear@louisville) for sharing this guide. it has been adapted
slightly for the tcnj audience. table of contents . other wes moore discussion guide - lancaster high
school - first wes moore went down one path, mostly due to the influence of his mother. unfortunately for the
other wes moore, there was no one to influence him to take the "right" path, and he chose the easier, more
glamorous path of thug culture and the drug trade. moore explains that there is a difference between reasons
and excuses. that is, there are the other wes moore, you will have a written assignment ... - asking
each of you to read two books: the other wes moore by wes moore, as well as an independent choice from the
list included below. to reflect and facilitate your understanding of the the other wes moore, you will have a
written assignment due (see attached) on the first day of class. for your independent selection, you should
keep rough draft example - vancouver public schools - literary analysis rough draft of happiness i.
introduction: the other wes moore is a story about two boys with similar backgrounds and similar situations,
growing up in similar neighborhoods. in fact, at first glance, the reader might be compelled to view these boys
as the same, and wonder what caused their lives to end up so differently. book review: the other wes
moore: one name, two fates - book review: the other wes moore: one name, two fates abstract this review
ofthe other wes moore: one name, two fatesexplores the role choices and accountability play in youth
development. this book illustrates how two young men with the same name from the same city and raised with
similar life experiences would make different life choices that resulted in drastically different by wes moore
office of new student orientation common ... - the other wes moore by wes moore office of new student
orientation common reading 2012 the other wes moore . 1 ... the other wes wes [s brother tony lived with his
father in the murphy homes projects, a very dangerous, dirty, and drug-infested area. though tony was just six
years older than wes, he was very protective of page-by-page/chapter discussion questions - the other
wes moore: one name, two fates (wes moore) new york, spiegel & grau (2010) discussion questions . page-bypage • page xi: the author explains that the other wes moore’s life is different because he made different
decisions when it came to life choices. have you ever made a decision that you believe could have altered your
life path? the other wes moore - kansas state university - the other wes moore wes moore ra guide. 2
1975 westley moore born 1978 mother is angered by wes’ treatment of his sister 1982 father passes away
from illness westley and family move in with grandparents in new york 1984 makes friends on basketball court
wesley moore born; father is absent throughout childhood wes moore in class final essay - wordpress -
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wes moore in class final essay the other wes moore is a novel that shows how two similar lives can turn out
completely different. in a 3-5 page essay, discuss what you feel are the most important reasons that each wes
moore’s life ended up the way it did. what “forces” influenced their lives the most? provide chapter three
the other wes moore sends a message - parents of author wes moore and the other wes moore and the
parents' impact on each of the wes moores when they were children. in chapter 1, author wes moore's mother,
joy, left a drug-addicted, abusive husband and later taught her son not to hit women. she married a loving
husband and father, who died when wes was a little boy. in chapter 2 ... for mama win, mommy, nikki,
shani, and dawn - ynd myself thinking of the other wes moore, conjuring his image as best i could, a man my
age lying on a cot in a prison cell, burdened by regret, trying to sleep through another night surrounded by the
walls he’d escape only at death. sometimes in my imaginings, his face was mine. book discussion the other
wes moore by wes moore - book discussion the other wes moore by wes moore 1. share the excerpt that
you brought to class: a passage that you found interesting and explain what it means to you. 2. consider how
their fathers’ involvement in their lives affected the two wes moores. book club/independent reading: the
other wes moore - book club/independent reading: “the other wes moore” the following questions can be
used for a book club if a group of casa volunteers want to meet to discuss the book. suggested book club
format is on page 2 of this document. if you do a book club, please send a list of participants and time spent to
2016 summer reading assignment the other wes moore - 2016 summer reading assignment the other
wes moore the author, wes moore will be visiting ohio state on tuesday, october 4th, 2016 at 7:30 p.m. metro
will have tickets to the event so if interested mark your calendars early! the other wes moore is a story of two
boys who share the same name and are raised in similar using service learning to teach the other wes
moore: the ... - using service learning to teach the other wes moore: the importance of teaching nonfiction as
critical literacy. police brutality, and other vital, contemporary, headline issues. the service learning
experience. my assignment asked that our high school students provide a day of service focusing on literacy
skills the other wes moore - perfectionlearning - the other wes moore one name, two fates written by wes
moore discussion questions 1. the author says to the other wes, “i guess it’s hard sometimes to distinguish
between second chances and last chances.” what do you think he means? what is each wes’s “last chance”?
discuss the differences in how each one uses that chance and social capital and the achievement gap 1
the impact of ... - the other wes moore’s mother had to permanently postpone her postsecondary education
due to budget cuts that eliminated a scholarship she was supposed to receive. lastly, the author’s older sister
was a model student, while the other wes moore’s older brother dealt drugs. the other wes moore class:
date: essential question notes - mary: “wes is already gone.” (p. 107) summary the other wes moore
“chapter 5: lost” how did each wes react to becoming “lost”? why did westley think he was so special? really
led to the slap what did westley mean by “real respect”? (p. 96) wes’ father at his aunt’s housewhat lasting
effect did this have on wes? what is the ... grade 11 english summer reading - lenape valley regional ...
- grade 11 english summer reading read the other wes moore by wes moore. as you read, you will create a
dialectic journal. you must hand write all responses. the goal of this assignment is to activate your reading. the
term “dialectic” means “the art or practice of arriving at the truth by using conversation involving discussion
questions - kalamazoo public library - wes moore, the rhodes scholar, became obsessed with the story of
this man he’d never met but who shared much more than space in the same newspaper. both had grown up in
similar neighborhoods and had had difficult childhoods. after following the story of the robbery, the manhunt,
and the trial to its conclusion, he finally he wrote a letter to ... the other wes moore part ii: choices and
second chances - the other wes moore part ii: choices and second chances wes and wes talk about becoming
an adult prematurely. wes, the author, states, “ … crises or other circumstances presented me with adult-sized
responsibilities and obligations that i had to meet one way or another … for some of us, the promotion to
adulthood, or at least its the other wes moore - wylie - the other wes moore by wes moore two kids with the
same name lived in the same decaying city. one went on to be a rhodes scholar, decorated combat veteran,
white house fellow, and business leader. the other wes moore: one name, two fates (wes moore) - the
other wes moore: one name, two fates (wes moore) new york, spiegel & grau (2010) these questions are
adapted from the ohio state university discussion questions for the incoming class of 2016-17. directions: as
you read this summer reading selection, please type or handwrite very neatly your responses to each of the
questions below, providing the other wes moore by wes moore - academics - the other wes moore by wes
moore two kids named wes moore were born blocks apart within a year of each other. both grew up fatherless
in similar baltimore neighborhoods and had difficult the other wes moore - mtnbrook.k12 - required: the
other wes moore by wes moore . choice book: choose one of the following books: the book thief by markus
zusak . alas, babylon by pat frank . wolf by wolf . by ryan graudin . be prepared for an assessment on your
reading of the other wes moore upon returning to school in august. incoming freshman to anderson high
school: summer reading ... - incoming freshman to anderson high school: summer reading information june
2017 to eighth graders coming to ahs: welcome to anderson! this letter should serve to outline your summer
reading assignment. summer reading: you are responsible for reading the other wes moore by wes moore. a
brief summary of the novel a fall 2011 community-wide read of the other wes moore. - a fall 2011
community-wide read of the other wes moore. the other wes moore discussion questions general discussion
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questions: • what are the main themes in the story? • the author said he didn’t know the other wes moore but
felt a connection with him. have you ever felt a connection with someone you didn’t even know? wes moore:
reaching out to the community through story - bringing moore to speak to the high school students, but
she celebrates the church being willing to reach out and be a part of the community’s story. at one point in the
book, the other wes moore visits . his mother’s church and is unable to connect. he recounts a moment of
despair and anger where he says, “if he does during prep academy in august an in-class essay at the
end ... - in this packet, you will find guiding questions for the literature summer reading book, the other wes
moore by wes moore. please complete this work in complete sentences, using black or dark blue ink. this
packet will be collected during your first week of school and will be graded. the other wes moore – picking
a topic and writing a thesis ... - the other wes moore – picking a topic and writing a thesis 1. quick write: jot
down some ideas for each of the following questions. o question: what is wes moore trying to say about
choices ? o question: why did wes moore choose to write this book? (author’s purpose) o question: how does
point of view affect wes moore’s message? summer reading portfolio 2018 9th grade - 9th grade title is
the other wes moore by wes moore. for the second selection, students will choose from the list of titles below.
students will then complete an independent reading log and a project for their independent reading selection.
senior conversation starters for the other wes moore, by ... - senior conversation starters for the other
wes moore, by wes moore 1. wes moore, the author, explains his process of writing this book, describing
nights lying in bed, “conjuring up his [wes’s] image as best i could, a man lying on a cot in a name: the other
wes moore - name: the other wes moore essay prompt the other wes moore is a bildungsroman that focuses
on the psychological and moral growth of two young men with the same name. their maturity and
understanding comes about through many trying experiences. 2012-2013 - inside.nku - wes moore and the
other wes moore have a lot in common; however, at the same time, they are completely different in their own
ways. i wanted to portray in my art that the wes moores are linked by where they grew up and how they both
began their lives. i want the audience to understand that even though each of them started off the
sophomore summer reading world lit the other wes moore by ... - sophomore summer reading world lit
the other wes moore by wes moore as you read, write down similarities and differences in the lives of the two
wes moores. wes moore – the author the other wes moore list some of what you see as “crisis points,” choices
that seemed to be defining in the lives of either of the boys/young men. author wes moore attracts
hundreds at uhi symposium - describe author wes moore’s talk on october 21, 2010 as part of the uhi’s
symposia series on resilience. moore, who is a baltimore native and johns hopkins alumnus, has attracted
national acclaim for his book, the other wes moore: one name, two fates. in the book, moore tells his own life
story alongside the life story of another to the springfield school committee - ncte - to the springfield
school committee: may i first say how grateful i am for your service to our nation's children. it is a cause i
share in with you, and i am always honored to speak among you. i am writing, as you might have guessed, to
address the recent controversy that some of you find in my book, the other wes moore. keynote speaker
wes moore brings a message of hope ... - the other wes moore. in his book, he tells the sto-ry of another
wes moore - a man who shared his name and much of his per-sonal history. both are about the same age, and
were raised in the same neigh-borhood by single mothers, though this “other wes moore” arrived at a starkly
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